
Editorially: Finncon, E-music, AI
Another sad RIP awaits you in #135. Ralph also made the soundtrack for a strange dystopian film 
we'll have a surprising look into (look away if you have moral qualms). From the famous Sunkit club 
comes ABBA's Björn Ulvaeus' celebration of wine, chicks and parties. There's a report from the latest 
Finnish convention and you may have to look away again - if you're that kind - when Hugo Gernsback 
lectures about s...e...x (his magazine Sexology was much more successful than Amazing Stories, 
you know).  To this irrelevant APA comments.
  There are good and bad news from the Freedom Fight down south: the Ukrainians are making 
progress, but much slower than we  hoped. The problem is hundreds of miles of Russian trenches 
and that they've mined every square foot of the land. Our heroes have to work methodically and their 
commanders are careful not putting their troops under unnecessary risks. (Unlike Russians, they 
value lives.) This is shown by that, from what I've understood, the defending Russian side takes 
much heavier casualties. It's so bad that one month of Russian losses equals ten years of Soviet 
losses in Afghanistan! The Ruski's morale seems to be rock bottom, being badly equipped (using 
gear from the 1940/50's!) and under-supplied. Swedish CV90 combat vehicles have been sighted on 
the Bakhmut front and US and British long range missiles make frequent visits to the terrorist army's 
command centres, ammo dumps, camps and supply routes.
  A combination of prediction and a dear hope, is that this craziness will end with the fall of the Putin 
regime, one way or another. The Rebellion of the Wagner group (they were just 20 km from Moscow 
when aborting!) clearly shows  that Mr P is losing his grip. He has lately been firing generals en 
masse. The Crimea bridge has been critically damaged again. The Russian economy is retracting. 
The more pressure the yellow and blues apply, the more difficult it is for the Russians to continue.
  Slava Ukraini! Herojam slava!                                                                              --Ahrvid Engholm
  

Ralph Lundsten, 1936-2023 – Cosmic Composer
I think the cosmic composer, friend of fandom, Ralph 
Lundsten was more appreciated abroad than in Sweden. 
For instance, folks of the national radio were sour when 
he hosted the popular "Summer" show and broke an 
unwritten rule by playing only his own songs... He never 
hid his talent under the bushel and that won't go down 
well in the Jante Law land.*

  Ralph Lundsten was born far up north from, which he 
acquired the calm, common sense and love of nature of 
the northerners. 
  But deciding to move to Stockholm at young age 15, he 
also showed initiative and being enterprising. The first 
time he heard a violin concert, he said in an interview, he 
immediately bought musical note paper and began writing 

* 1. You're not to think you are anything special. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Law_of_Jante
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Ralph in his Andromeda studio.



his own concert... His first electronic music was made with a tape recorder, on which he recorded 
strange sounds and then cut and glued with small tape pieces. He helped creating the famous 
Electronic Music Studio (EMS) in Stockholm reflected in his debut on record, EMS Nr 1 (1966, see 
also  "Elektron Musik Studion, Dokumentation 1-4", 1966-1973, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L7V6hIQ8qbg ). And he was 
early with building his own electronic instruments and synthesizers, 
being much of a pioneer. The better equipment ha aqcuired the less 
"concrete and dissonant" his music became and he developed a 
style of a  broad "sound carpet" of soft meditative thought , often 
inspired by nature and love.
  I first met Ralph when a local sf club was invited to a very 
appreciated visit to his magnificent home Villa Frankenburg around 
1980, his pink "castle of wood" just east of Stockholm. It was a dump 
when he took over and he spent many years renovating it to a 
magnificent site of cosmic dreams and fantasy, which included his 
own advanced electronic Andromeda Studio. I remember we 

between sipping tea 
could try his 
Andromatic love 
synthesizer, which 
produced sounds as we touched each other. I know he 
loved science fiction. He had shelves of skiffy books 
and named albums after A E Van Vogt, Cordwainer 
Smith and others. We also had Ralph guesting or 
conventions a few times.
  Here's a detailed article about Ralph's music 
equipment, showing he was a real pioneer:

  https://translate.google.se/?hl=sv&sl=sv&tl=en&text=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.teknikaliteter.se
%2F2023%2F07%2F17%2Ffotterna-pa-jorden-men-huvudet-bland-molnen%2F&op=translate
  Art magazines and TV shows would make colourful reports from his cosmic castle. He often talked 
about space and liked to call himself an ambassador of Andromeda. If someone had a cosmic mind, 
it was Ralph Lundsten! He also made movie soundtracks, most notably for "Thriller - a Cruel Picture" 
(1973) starring Christina Lindberg seeking revenge in an apocalyptic world. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thriller_%E2%80%93_A_Cruel_Picture This film is a favourite of Quentin 
Tarantino, inspiring him to make "Kill Bill". He also did the music for the dystopian "Breaking Point" 
(1975), https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Breaking_Point_(1975_film).
  And he had his own fan club, Andromeda Fan Society, which every summer invited to a big 
gathering at Ralph's with music, ballet (he wrote many ballet pieces), cakes, and relaxation. Ralph 
Lundsten also entered the Guinness Book of Record as composer of history's most played "jingle". A 
piece of his "Out in the Wide World" was for decades played hundred of times every hour as 
intermission signal of Radio Sweden's international broadcasts - a total of over 4 million times!
  I think I've cracked his secret: despite seeming so relaxed and easy going, when nobody 
watched...he was a workaholic! Over 100 records (in all different editions), 700 opus, dozens of films 
(often experimental, some award winning), years creating his Frankenburg home, exhibitions, time for 
his fan club and much more - it all speaks for itself.
  And BTW, he was a reader of my fanzine. I note a LoC from him, April 2019, though only saying 
"Thanks!" it sufficient for a message from a galaxy far, far away...
More (in English):
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ralph_Lundsten

Ralph on his famous home.

Ralph and his Villa Frankenburg wooden castle.
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Fan-Related Skiffy Porn
Let's investigate one of the films Ralph Lundsten made the music 
for - and we'll be in for a surprise! We have "Breaking Point" from 
1975, by cult director Bo A Vibenius, Bergman's anti-thesis, 
known  for many B movies, usually directly for video. This film is 
labelled as a "pornographic thriller" and said to have been 
banned in Sweden, but later released...on video, of course. t has 
several dystopian elements from a  disintegrating society  of 
violence https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Breaking_Point_(1975_film) 
It starts with a newscast where a psychologist says 98% of all 
women like to be raped... The hero, one Bob Bellings seems to 
become inspired by this and encounters several women he has 
sex with throughout the film (that and some shooting and car 
chases is most of the plot). IMBD 
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0072736/
claims "Bob, an unassuming office worker has snapped and 
teeters on the edge of reality and leads a double life as a  
schizophrenic and misogynist killer. He is a rapist murderer who runs amok. He stalks women,  
follows them home, then rapes and kills them." (I saw now rapes or killings. All sex was consensual. 
So I wonder if I have an edited version of the film? Still, he seems to be wanted by the police as we 
see in the end.) With the hero we're on an odyssey in a very strange society in an incomprehensible 

plot, where for some reason the government has decided to equip 
all citizens with firearms! (There is even atomic ammunition, but 
only for the military...)
  Ralph Lundsten's music is abstract, atonal, not much like his 
later production. In the 1970s porn was  almost respectable, as 
some sort of moral-challenging avantgarde and established artists 
would sometimes work for the productions. Eg Björn Ulvaeus and 
Benny Andersson of ABBA did music for soft-porn flicks (like "The 
Seduction of Inga", 1970).
   A film with lots of sex and guns 
wouldn't be worth much attention, except 

that the hero is played by one Andreas Bellis, a Greek-Swedish 
cinematographer who here turns into a bona fide porn actor, hiding nothing. 
And this Bellis is the father of one Anders Bellis, a k a Belly for "stomach 
enhancement" in later days, the fraudster we  met in #133. (To recap: in a 

late 1980s fan fund he invented 
"votes" in the form of name lists of eg 
former school mates, to embezzle 
$1000s, in today's worth.) I don't 
know - haven't seen it - if Bellis did 
any more impressions of John Holmes, if you knew about him, 
but in "Breaking Point" he does enough for a whole adult 
movie career! Who knew that the perpetator (with one Mr 
Humbug) of Nordic fandom's biggest scam and shame came 
out of that wicked backdrop?
  "Breaking Point" is available on the net  - turn off  any "safe" 

Arming all  citizens: "Let me tell you they 
now have atomic ammunition too!"

Mr Bellis has a lot of spunk!(The hot  
action here slightly blurred.)
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filter and some sites may need the TOR browser -  if you look...hard. You find the strangest things on 
the Interweb!
  (This is even stranger than the 1974 parody "Flesh Gordon", which I heard the proud LASFS club 
was involved in shooting - if anyone has more details on that, I'd like to know.)

Sunkit in the Sun
I have had little time lately to attend all those book releases, seminars etc I pestered before the 
pandemic. I have even missed a couple of meets of the cult music club Sunkit, but now July 13 it was 
time again for their music of the weirdest kind. We met outdoors on the fantastic Ersta Terrace, the 
place with the absolutely best view over the gorgeous Stockholm harbour.
  The sun slowly set over the Old Town, the cruise ships, the  Skeppsholmen old naval stronghold, 

the Skansen, ABBA and 
Vasa museums, the Gröna 
Lund amusement park... 
Buddy Martin finally turned 
up and offered me bheer 
(Ghod, he'll go bankrupt!), 
but unfortunately few 
other regulars came 
around -  no Trampe, no 
Danne, no Anna-Lena... 
Well, DJ Magnus at least came along and mingled with us.

  But the weather was fine and music inspiring. As you know from many earlier Sunkit reports, this 
club plays music so bad it is good... Cringy sports songs, strange interpretations, whacky lyrics, 
people who sing rather than well. Did you know that 24 hours from Tulsa equals just 20 minutes from 
Eslöv? And you'll definitely feel the crave for pizza hearing "Calleoni Macaroni"! You may learn how 
to "Pick up girls without booze" and hear the praise for the boring town of Södertälje... (Sorry, Henry!)  
And here's Björn Ulvaeus' perhaps not proudest moment as a lyricist (Benny Andersson and ABBA 
manager Stikkan also contributed, here in my translation):
 

It's super having a party, wine and chicks and raj-raj
Food and drinks, dance and songs - makes you a  
man so strong
Dear friend, come have a jug
Oops,it fell to the rug
Cheers, have another and feel like home, this is a  
party
Aj aj aj, party, aj aj
It's super having a party, wine and chicks and raj-.raj,  
and a party!

  

The Swedish version is here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XKzXC0-P7Kg
  Still feeling a bit bad in my back I refrained from dancing, but we  did see the traditional human 
"Sunkit carterpillar" for some songs, where people cling to each others' backs to form a long, ringling 
snake. I did capitulate later, and joined the famous "ThIs the End" song were we embrace each other 
in a big ring. It was still a bit of brightness in the sky as we wandered away, along the magic waters of 
the Summer Night City.
  

Finncon, Tampere 7-9 July
If there's a Finncon, I'll be there, come rain, come shine. It's a habit all the way from the very first 
Finnish sf con, King-Con in1982 (though not formally a Finncon, the first by that name was in 1986). 
This year it was in Tampere, a university town in mid-Finland also having the Swedish name 

The famous Sunkit human carterpillar.

Me and Martin "Santa Claus" Kristenson.

Me and Magnus, DJ of and main force 
behind Sunkit.
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Tammerfors. I sailed with the Baltic Princess ferry, a boat I don't 
think I have had the honour of taking before. I nice boat. The Finland 
ferries are among the most enjoyable in the world (I guess) with lots 
of bars, restaurants,  shops and more - of course also a taxfree 
shop. (I acquired a box of strong bheer and some Finnish vodka. 
Finns load up on Swedish "snus" tobacco.)
  The Tampere train was an interesting doubledecker, where it 
seems the upper floor was some sort of business class. The con 
was in the university main building, on three floors, rather close to 
the railway station. Some 1500-2000 fen turned up (among them ca 10 Swedish fans). I discussed 
the figures with organisers and we couldn't decided a fixed figure. There were fewer Japan comics 

fangirls in silly dresses than before. I've never been a 
fan of having sf cons turn into masquerades. There 
were  a lot of information and hucksters' tables, 
mostly with Finnish books, but there were a couple of 
decent English language tables too (I bought ca 5 
books, paperbacks for €1-2/each).
  The major glitch for me was being unable to connect 
to the university Wifi. The "verification" process 
wouldn't work (it worked for others) and the alternate 

verification to get access to your Hotmail was to receive a 
code...through the mail you couldn't reach. (Brilliant thinking 
there!) So no, tweets from Finncon this time. I counted to ca 

75 program items, of 
which a dozen were in 
English and three in 
Swedish (still one of two 
official languages of 
Finland; in Turku street 
signs etc will be in 
both languages, 
but in Tampere 
not so much). I 
only went to ca 4-
5 program items 
(and some maybe 
only for 15 
minutes - I often 
drop in and out of 
con programs). I 

heard the interview with the Finland-Swedish sf-writer 
Henna Johansdotter, something about AI, Diane 
Duane's GoH interview , something about alternate 
histories for Finland and some "academic" program I 
don't remember. Unfortunately I had a little backpain 
that the painkillers couldn't totally deal with so I 
walked around not feeling in tip-top shape.
  Sometimes I went out on the nearby town for 
groceries. Finnish supermarkets have some 

The double-decked train I took.

Hall of the main entrance to the convention.

Interview with author Henna Johansdotter.

Lecture on Finnish AltHistory. It could  
have become a Soviet Republic...

So far three wins for Swede Dames in the  
soccer World Cup down under! Tall Amanda 
Ilestedt leads scoreboard! Here her header  
goal in 5-0 crush of Italy. The Blueyellow are  
#3 in world ranking and surely medal  
contenders. Grab that metal girls!



interesting food items we  don't have in Sweden, for instance interesting 
"salads" in plastic or aluminium foil boxes (intended to be heated, but 
can be consumed cold). I also spent some time in the sun, enjoying 
bheer from the ferry and some book recently bought (I've been reading 
a lot of space opera recently).
  A pretty normal Finncon, for which some problems remain though 
those are the same for the recent Eurocon in Uppsala and most other 
cons in later years: to much seriousness, too little fannish program, a 
tendency for  too much bureaucracy...hey, loosen up, have more fun! 
Don't be so sercon! I think Nordic fandom would need something like 
Corflu, 
a small 
con for 
fannish 
fanzine 
fans.
  It was 

a doubledecker train and the same 
proud ship Baltic Princess on the way 
back. I think I read something by the 
space poet Poul Anderson as the sun 
set with an orange glow in the 
archipelago of the Baltic Sea on this 
third planet from that burning body.

 History CornerHistory Corner    
Time for some more NSFW (Not Safe For Work, not Nutty SF Writings...) but this time from Uncle 
Hugo.. As earlier reported Hugo Gernsback's most successful magazine wasn't Amazing but a rag 
named Sexology, published 1933 to 1983 and topping 200 000 in 
circulation! https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sexology_(magazine) 
Hugo was interested both in whacky inventions and sex: He 
sounds like a true sf fan, doesn't he! 
  In his yearly popular science newsletter Forecast of 1957, Hugo 
covers his favourite subject at great length going back all the way 
to cavemen and cavewomen, under the title "The Riddle of Sex".  
(I only have the 1955-57 Forecasts. I'd be interested if you have 
more of them!) We learn that women dislike really hairy men, why 
humans tend to keep nudity and sexual matters non-exposed and 
then Hugo gives us straight answers to some difficult sex 
questions.
 But Uncle Hugo wasn't finished yet. In the same Forecast he 
proposes we should nuke the Moon! New nuclear bombs need to 
be tested, and setting them off on the Moon won't cause 
radioactive hazards on Earth. He's right there, but there's no 
guarantee the transportation of nukes to the Moon is so safe... If 

GoH interview with Diane Duane.  
She talked about writing for TV and 
games. Movie/TV scripts are more 
difficult than novels, she said.

The sun sinks into the sea as a romantic couple watches.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sexology_(magazine




you read the article, you'll BTW see that Hugo claims he solved how to make efficient atomic energy 
in...1915. What a guy! The rest of that year's Forecast eg details how the US during the International 
Geophysical Year of 1958 plans to  launch 6 to 10 small satellites. He suggests dropping dust etc 
from them to give them a "comet tail" making them more visible, as he did for a spaceship in Ralph 
124C41+. Nobody knew the Soviets would beat them to launching sats...
  We'll continue in space. Mathematician Tord Hall was a long-time expert on space poet Harry 
Martinson but he often also covered more general space topics. In Svenska Dagbladet, 29 sep 1974, 



he writes about travel too and messages from other solar systems, "Message from the Milky Way".  
(I'll summarise):
On a conference in 1972 the Association in Scotland for Technology and Research in Astronautics (ASTRA) a 
scientist Duncan Lunan - writing about it in a new book, Stars: Contact and Communication with Other  
Intelligence - claimed there were radio signals from a system a dozen lightyears away that could be 
interpreted as intelligent. Lunan claims there are at least three star systems with planets, at least Jupiter-sized  
but perhaps also smaller. Life as we know it needs an "ecosphere" with temperatures that can hold liquid  



water. 12 lightyears may not seem much but a spaceship that needs two days to reach the Moon, would  need 
180 000 years to travel that distance.. ASTRA has ideas on how to do the journey. The theory of Relativity  
declares the speed of light as the top speed possible. The Milky Way is about 100 000 lightyears wide. One 
hope for travelling far is the time dilation slowing down time as the speed increases, but a speed near the 
speed of light is needed, which is difficult to reach considering that a moonship reaches a max of 10 km/s,  
while 299 000 km/s is needed. It's necessary with a certain ship mass in relation to the useful payload. Already 
a trip to Tau Ceti 12 LY away gives totally impossible mass relations, and it wouldn't be much better if we 
could use hydrogen fusion. Turning hydrogen to helium would still need a start mass of a million tons to reach 
99% of light speed on a trip to Tau Ceti. The figures become slightly better if you use the ultimate fuel, anti-
matter. A payload of 10 tons would for a roundtrip of 28 years requite 400 000 tons. And the problem how to 
make and isolate 200 000 tons of antimatter is here ignored, and how to protect Earth from the radiation at  
launch, etc.At the present standpoint of science it's totally impossible to travel in the Milky Way. This doesn't  
deter Lunan and his colleagues, who seem to be inspired by sf, as some of them are active sf authors. One 
Shepherd (in the book Realities of Space Travel) describes a journey that would take 100-1000 years. Like 
kamikaze pilots the crew knows it wont survive to the goal, and 30 generations pass during 1000 years and he 
original crew is just a legend. Up to 10 000 people have lived in the spaceship in closed environment with its  
own flora and fauna. It gives associations to Harry Martinson's Aniara. One Bussard suggests that a  
spaceship is given such a speed that it can collect interstellar plasma that can be used to drive a spaceship  
through fusion power. But the interstellar gas is very thing, about 1-2 atoms per cm3. If we say Earth pressure 
is 1, that density becomes a fraction with 24 zeroes. Bussard's "ramscoop" for a ship of 100 000 tons need to 
scoop an area with a radius of 34 100 km, half the diameter of Jupiter. The book has several other ideas, like  
crews suspended in freezers, gene banks with "seeds of life" to spread over a new planet, ideas only hinted at  
but already used in sf. Though Lunan is enthusiastic before the prospect of meeting other civilisations his  
advice sounds like from Earth colonialism: best to shoot first and ask questions later. With that attitude we'll  
get few friends in the Milky Way, and we can't be sure aliens are worse shots than we. Later parts of the book 
has instructions on how to meet aliens, in ways that'd satisfy a bureaucrat or committee – though the reality of  
such a meeting would be difficult to fit in. There's a chapter in the book abut the mysterious radio signals that  
were reported in 1928 in Nature, by Törmer and van der Pol. They were first thought to be echoes from Earth  
transmitters, but another opinion later emerged: The signals were typical for attempts to communicate from an 
unmanned spaceship. If so, how to translate it? Lunan thinks he has succeeded decipher it, shown in21 
diagrams. He thinks it is proven that the space probe came from the star Epsilon, about 200 LY away. This  
planet began becoming inhabitable 13 000 years ago from the heat of its expanding sun.The inhabitants then 
in desperation sent out unmanned spaceships to find a new planets to go to before their own melted. To have 
found something comprehensible in those signals is interesting, but how can we now that Lunan's  



interpretation is the only one? There should be other interpretations. The two last chapters discuss if we've 
had visits from other civilisations or if they are here now. It' more an attempt to compete with - from a sales  
perspective - far more successful Däniken. Lunan's book mixes exact science and the technologically  
reasonable with pure sf. It's often difficult to believe him, eg in how he interprets those radio signals. You don't  
know what side he is on. But his book should be of interest for persons interested in astronautics.
  

I hadn't heard of these signals from Epsilon, but this Duncan Lunan was a chairman of ASTRA, wrote 
a lot about interstellar travel and you can read about him and his claimed alien signal here: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Duncan_Lunan  He claimed the signal came from an alien probe orbiting 
our Moon! There's more about the Les Shepherd also 
mentioned here: https://www.centauri-
dreams.org/2012/02/28/les-shepherd-rip/
  

  Ralf Parland (1914-1995) was a Finlandswedish author 
https://translate.google.se/?hl=sv&sl=auto&tl=en&text=https
%3A%2F%2Fsv.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki
%2FRalf_Parland&op=translate  sometimes getting into the 
fantastic genres. Here are his views about robots, which should 
be of interest in today's AI context, "On Kind Machines and 
Lazy People", Svenska Dagbladet, Dec 8 1961:
  

  In one of his stories sciencefictionist Isaac Asimov tells about a 
robot which is very fond of children, but after a revolt against his  
masters caused by en electronic overload, is found in a factory 
where the situation is easier for old, unrepaired robots. He is still  
rebellious but when the little girl he had earlier cared for is  
threatened by a transport robot – she is playing it its way – he runs 
there fast as a flash and lifts her away in his metal embrace. The 
episode is worth think about. It has been shown that vi humans can 
construct mashines along our own patterns of sense, that may 
measure, count, hear, see, recognise, read, smell things etc. They 
are superior with playing chess and composing music. In Asimov's  
version of a future that seems already being here he has noted the 
good old "human factor" in the machines, since they are built  
according to a human pattern. These servants of humanity may also 
collapse, have fits of rage and even turn over to  pure destruction. A 
certain Norbert Weiner already a decade ago created a simple little  
thinking electronic brain being which through simple little coupling in  
the network could be put in a status of reduced  motoric effect or  
"being like drunk". The step from this to direct pathological short  
circuits is not big: an aircraft, ie a travelling missile, refuses to lift  
more than around 10 metres after which it hits the ground head on.  
You can read about such almost daily in the papers. What we would 
need today is a "kind robot" as with Asimov – one that suddenly  
corrects derailed behaviour and saves a little girl. In other words,  
we'd need a sort of prohibiting electronic peace brain, mounted on 
Atlas  rockets, military Sputniks and all other terrible metal beings  
with nuclear nose devices.. This would happen: the general pushes a button, a fleet of pencil-shaped murder  
beings lifts like migrating birds to destroy the enemy land. But the built in "irrational" factor then reacts: in an  
elegant curve touching the border of the enemy country the air fleet turns to a course home and nestles at its  
home base again . The push button general of the enemy country has seen the similar event – his rocket fleet  
did the same. Both sides have shown their muscles and both sides have been saved by the built in"kind"  
robot. It's easy to realise that our world at present doesn't have any other choice than to rely on this last  
possibility that the "wise" man-built machine offers. Those who recently have read a book titled The Flowers of  
Hiroshima and in great detail witness how a little stupid atomic giant in a single minute destroyed 60 000 
houses and 100 000 thinking human beings, must ask: has the original by the Creator build human robot lost  
her built in senses? Dogs who get stuck in boiling asphalt, black-burnt mothers with children on their back,  
naked as shock waves and heat have ripped of their clothes in the moment of explosion, fleeing through 
boiling air in the big city. All this is nothing compared to the effect of the megaton giants."
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Parland wasn't alone being afraid of atomic bombs as the cold 
war turned hotter in the 1950's. But that the military would 
accept circuits that aborted attacks they launched was more 
than naive. Why build the missiles in the first place?
  I have earlier had articles by the signature Flips in the 
evening paper Aftonbladet, who often wrote about our dear sf 
genre. I have now finally found out that it was one Gösta 
Rybrant (1904-1967), musician, critic, translator, author etc. 
Here's another sf column by him, Aftonbladet, Oct 25, 1954:

 I don't understand why people have to sit down and write so called 
sf to describe worlds upside down. Atomic-armed space pirates hits  
peaceful Martians in the face, kidnap beautiful women from Venus,  
picks up radioactive stuff from Saturn. So what? If those authors 
had their eyes open they'd soon discover that the situation down 
here is just as remarkable and that there in later years in a  
figurative sense have fallen pieces of the Moon on Earth. The 
biggest disaster that could happen to you earlier was to become 
poor. The greatest joy of life was to own a stone house. Non 
tenants in a Scanian town been offered to get the stone house they 
live in for free, but they said no. Perhaps they'd think  about the 
offer if they didn't have to do repairs and the strange doings of the 
Martian robots would be surpassed with several pounds. /AE: I  
understand nothing./ In another town where the shortage of  
housing is as big as in other places they've decided to tear down a 
stone house because it's 1 metre to wide, because the windows 
aren't like on the drawings and because it blocks the view of the 
neighbour's beets.. Do you think an sf author would dare to tell  
such a tale from Saturn hoping to be taken seriously? But he'd of  
course also be seen as a storyteller from the Orient if he said how 
you went about to rent flats earlier (tens of years ago). How people 

bought a special, rather thick folder that only listed addresses to free flats. How the landlord received willing  
tenants. How he generously offered the first quarter rent free if they only moved in. How he willingly offered  
new wallpaper in all rooms. How he found it so obvious to paint the kitchen and the roof in the bedroom in a 
greener nuans. This belong to ancient times. In one town a businessman discover that he may sell  coats 
cheaper than others if he just takes a moderate profit. There erupts an atmosphere of revolution and even the 
police is contacted. Strangely enough now law can be found that forbids people to be satisfied with less. Such 
things seldom happens on Mars and Venus. Then a furniture seller discovers the same thing. There is raised 
an alarm among manufacturers and distributers and threaten him to be cut off. Since the state has taken upon 
itself to stop people to earn too much, it's no more than right that we also take upon ourselves to stop our  
fellow beings to earn too little. The worst fate now threatening seems to be to win the top prize in washing  
powder contest. There you win a house worth SEK100 000, and a previously reasonably happy person will  
then enter  an existence with horrors without end. Because if you want the house, to live in for instance, the 
taxman comes and wants so much money that the poor winner must rush to the bank and take huge loans. To 
this comes that this deplorable person will get the collective malice of the Swedish people, to judge by the 
discontent every day raised in letters to the editor. Shall you make the right guess in a simple way or the 
simple guess in the right way. The first moon rocket is soon on its way. I understand the passengers. They 
naturally want to come to a place where things are as they should and don't stand on their head.
  

The column is a bit odd, but it seems the writer is simply angry at some things (housing shortages, 
envy against cheap furniture sellers - early IKEA? -, the taxman taking too much) and claims its 
stranger than science fiction! Finally. about the TV series one sf Sam J Lundwall did, covered in 
Intermission, but this note has been left out (possibly because I missed noting paper and date, I still 
only have it noted as Autumn, 1969):



  

SVT's colour group last spring produced a series of sf programs, ie visionary stories from 
strange worlds outside our own. One would imagine that sf hasn't any market in Sweden,  
but that showed to be untrue. Swedish TV viewers were fascinated by this type of  
fantastic fantasies with Martians and moon men.. Last season the sf series had more 
supporters than they had dares to think. Now they'll offer four new entries in an sf series  
to satisfy the new interest. Most interesting is will be the French film "The Fire of 1000 
suns" signed by the world famous documentary filmer Chris Marker, awarded many times 
over. There's an animated horror film shot in the ghost town Stockholm called "Don't Look 
Now", we'll also see a report with and about so called sf fans on a convention in Oxford,  
It's Torsten Jungstedt who'll be talking with John-Henri Humbug, a Stockholm student and 
sciencefictionist. The actors Erik Hell, Öllegård Wellton, Bert-Åke Varg and Åke Ljungqvist  
are seen in a novelette named "Hunting Season", by Frank M Robinson. Torsten 
Jungsted introduces the series  on Wednesday.

What's Netflix compared to that! New history Corner in nextish!
Mailing Comments

Comments to latest EAPA and N'APA. Intermission started in APAs, that's why - though 
some lucky outsiders get it too. I want to promote the fanzine world! It gets too boring if  
fandom is reduced to serious conventions with uptight lectures, mumbling panels,  
expensive bheer and no fannish program! Fanzines should lead fandom, underpinning it's 
about text, writing, literature! Do a fanzine yourself (eg as a PDF) and find out the fun of it.  
  Henry Grynnsten: That “equality causes problems...slows growth and requires 
oppression" would be "a political opinion. What I say is based on science...opinion vs 
science, and I choose the latter". Well, your social sciences claims are also political  
opinions. In last issue I detailed all the problems with social sciences, incl a huge 
replication problem, that results can't be replicated so it's not science! It's opinion vs  

opinion, but I choose the opinion that results in the greater good, while you don't. Increased growth is greater  
good. So is more personal freedom. � � � � Cro Magnon were "more fit and didn’t have any of the lifestyle 
diseases that we have as they didn’t consume the poisons that we do". I doubt there were more fit. Their food 
access must have been uneven, at best, with unbalanced nutritional value. They were prone to hunting 
accidents, attacks by wild animals, infighting in the group, their respiratory system would degrade from smoke 
in crammed caves or huts.There may be individual Cro Magnons more fit, but on average we're bettor off  
today, despite lifestyle risks that usually only appears post-middle age...an age Cro Magnon didn't even reach!
� � � �   "If you have more brain cells, within the same species, of course you have more smarts." No, our 
grey matter won't become smart by itself. It needs the right stimulation and training. � � � � "We would without  
doubt die faster if we were transported to his (Cro Magnon) world." With just a little preparation - say, a two-
day survival course - a modern man would be far better in surviving! A modern person with just basic survival  
training would know how to make a water filter to prevent catching etc, would be able to start a fire faster,  
would know the meaning of stars and how to navigate, how to use different materials, etc. � � � �  "Only  
humans can have an IQ." You mean an IQ including some sort of consciousness...yeah, could be true, but it  
could change. (I think it may take about ten years, and then we'll have an AI with near-human characteristics.)  
� � � �   I should look that Aldiss story up! Sounds interesting. (AI as a god has been used before, as you 
note.)  � � � �   It's likely Vermeer and others used Camera Obscuras and it's possible WA Mozart wasn't the 
creator of all his music, as well as that Dorothy Wordsworth wrote some of the poems.  � � � �   But I'm not  
sure computers are detrimental to dexterity skills! Think of the skill you need to type on a keyboard! Think of all  
those gamers who need to move pointers or cursors  in different directions and shoot. They need to work  
against a very fast computer. (But handwriing suffers from using keyboards. I know that. My longhand stinks.)
   William McCabe: Yeah, establishing your ID may be a hassle. I've suffered from bad tactics of the host  
system for "validating" different accounts sometimes. Those constructing computer systems are paranoid and 
often make it unnecessary difficult for users. � � � � . A contributor to another one's publication has no right to 
demand a certain layout. That's up to the editor to set. � � � � Yes, I believe translations will be heavily  
affected by AIs. � � � � Well, Björn Ulvaeus said Sweden couldn't get the ABBAtars for the 2023 Eurovision  
shows as they depend on technology that can't easily be moved. (I think ABBA music and ABBA members will  
turn up in the show in one way or another anyway.)� � � �  Interesting that it was in Bradford the Doyle fake 
fairies were done... � � � � The SEFF scandal involved thousands of Euros (in today's purchasing power) and 
about 250 voters. It was far from "small" and the bad consequences (incl lots of gafiations) have been big and 
long-lasting.
  Heath Row: I'm against having quotas for certain groups to enter university, get a certain job, or whatever.  
That's discrimination against all who are "diversified" away. You can't fix wrongs with more wrongs. � � � � 
From what I've seen Ais write pretty boring fiction, so I'm not worried yet... I should try Sudowrite, but don't  
have time for it right now! (The web site is at https://www.sudowrite.com/ and says you may try it for free.)  
I'll� � � �  try to look up the videos you mention. I love amateur films... � � � � Have you really told the 
Swedish American Institute about Intermission? Will I  ear from them?

https://www.sudowrite.com/


  Garth Spencer: I think con committees are too damn' bureaucratic! � � � � No, Finns, Hungarians, Basques 
weren't lone "native Europeans". For Sweden archaeology suggests our area saw hunters and farmers 
migrate here from the south 4-5 000 years ago (there was a land bridge from Denmark and Germany), in step  
with the melting ice caps. These people could originally have come from the east European steppes. Some 
sources - validity uncertain – claim the Germanic tribe of the Goths, that later invaded Rome, came from 
southern Sweden, which incidentally today is known as "Götaland" (approx "Gothland"). DNA studies have in  
recent years helped clarify migration pattern. Here's a study that says genetics indicate that a portion of the  
Goths did indeed come from southern Scandinavia. https://www.diva-portal.org/smash/record.jsf?
pid=diva2%3A1672288&dswid=-6681 � � � �  I don't think AIs are smart enough for war strategy yet.
  Mark Nelson: For me RPGs or  
gaming in general doesn't belong 
to fandom, by which I mean the 
literary fandom with roots from the 
early pulps, the Worldcons, the sf  
fanzine sphere etc. As for cons and 
expensive hotels, I think we should 
revive the old fannish tradition of  
crashing! Let fans borrow your floor  
and a blanket, in someone's hotel  
room or with a local fan. Earlier,  
this used to be important, when fen 
were younger and poorer. � � � � 
Those who hypocritically whine 
about "diversity" strangely never 
reflect upon that the high costs of  
sf cons (hotels being on top of that  
list) is highly excluding. � � � � Earlier generations of sf writers were often much better! Writers today waste 
words as the ease of producing text with a computer makes you sloppy. Also, much sf today is too dystopian,  
rather than optimistic, following  predictable populist trends. Let's get back to the classic sf novel which used to 
be 150-200 pages and was basically optimistic about space exploration! Word-burping is the fault of word 
processors. Typewriters forced you to be careful with your words.  
    Jefferson Swycaffer: Poul Anderson may have been a better writer than Isaac Asimov, but Asimov had 
some grander ideas: the Foundation, robots... Also, Asimov hade more humour than Anderson. I've become 
quite fond of his Black Widowers stories. I like single-threaded stories best. Sub-plots usually only cause 
complications without any real meaning and make the real story harder to follow.
  Garth Spencer: I haven't heard that cider bubbles are methane... Quick googling indicates they are CO2, 
just as in bheer. � � � � Intellectual material isn't property! It's concessions (think: equal to a mining  
concession.) If property, it would last longer than 70 years...forever, and be inherited down the line. Today 
you'd have to negotiate with 500 000 descendants of Shakesepare to stage "A Midsummer Night's Dream"!  
� � � �  If there is discrimination ban it and enforce the ban. But don't "diversify" away and punish others who 
are innocent through quotas! � � � � I report sf and fandom news and when I cover the Hugo and Nebula 
nominations I have noticed that they for many, many years have a heavy over-representation of so called  
minority collectives. This is unhealthy for the genre! White, middle-aged male writers (who are a majority!) are  
pushed  aside. If you don't award people for their merits and punish anyone working hard doing their best  
quality suffers. � � � �  It'd be nice with a little bit more of "engineering porn" à la old Analog. Science and 
engineering is the strongest forces for progress and needs to be dealt with in literature! I want more science 
than social fiction!
  George Phillies: What story from old New Worlds was it John W Campbell had wanted for Analog? � � � � 
Good luck with your writing!
  Kevin Trainor jr: About Chicon: People without humour are dangerous. It may sound like a cliche to say "I  
have nothing against women, Latino, black etc writers, but..."  But, I'm against - and have always been - giving  
any group special privileges or quotas. We must see people as individuals, not an anonymous part of a  
collective. Special collective privilegies means discrimination against innocent individuals who aren't in the 
cosy warmth of "diversity" policies.
  John Thiel: I don't find much to comment. Sorry.
  Samuel Lubell: Of course, award nominations don't have formal quotas. But people are influenced by the 
Zeitgeist (Spirit of the time) so many will nominate according to what is PC. � � � � Very interesting to see 
your 1989 thesis! Mark Twain was indeed much into technology, being among the first writers to use a 
typewriter and also investing heavily in a typesetting machine, that didn't work too well and lost him a fortune.  
(The big typesetting winner was the Linotype, which I covered in an earlier intermission).� � � �  I haven't read 
much by Hawthorne – maybe I should.
  All you beloved readers: Time to round off. See 'ya! I don't usually run LoCs, but review this super zine in your 
blog/site/etc. (Or why not do a fanzine tourself? It's easy and something old fandom needs more of!)

С л а в а  С л а в а  У к р а и н е !У к р а и н е !  
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